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Frederik Molenschot

BCXSY

Hailing from Amsterdam,
Molenschot makes objects, art
pieces, bronze light sculptures,
and sometimes the whole interior. He also collaborates with
Carpenters Workshop Gallery.

Set up in 2007 by Boaz Cohen
and Sayaka Yamamoto, BCXSY
delivers a total experience
through the creation and development of concepts, products,
graphics and interiors.

Artist & industrial designer

Multidisciplinary design studio

Sue Doeksen
Visual artist
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I’m a visual adventurer born in
1982. My works are overflowing
with bright colours, friendly
shapes and jokes. Paper-cutting and animations are some
of my regular creations.
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Monique Goossens

Rob van den Nieuwenhuizen

Playful, humorous and surprising, Goossens’s work projects
a creative interplay between
photography, type and
materials. She also lectures at
Academie Artemis.

Also known as “DRAWSWORDS”,
I teach typography at the Royal
Academy of Art in The Hague
and the Willem de Kooning
Academy. I also work as a creative strategist and copywriter.

Designer

Art director & graphic designer

David Keuning
Editor, MARK
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I work at architecture magazine
Mark by Frame Publishers.
When I am not at work, you
can find me running, cycling,
rowing on the river Amstel, or
sailing on around the city.
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39 De Culinaire Werkplaats
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Designed to intersect food and art, you are part
of the experience at De Culinaire Werkplaats,
seated in the open kitchen and constantly presented with stunning fresh dishes and detailed
information about the inspiration behind each
one. This intimate vegetarian restaurant experiments with flavours and ideas producing
wonderful unexpected creations. The drinks all
have a set price, however the menu does not.
You decide what you think the meal is worth
when it comes to time to pay.

1830-2230 (F-Sa)
Fannius Scholtenstraat 10, 1051 EX
+31 (0)65 464 6576
www.deculinairewerkplaats.nl

“A new five course meal is introduced each month,
featuring all-vegetarian, mainly organic and local
ingredients inspired by colours, emotions or plants.”
— BCXSY
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